
WRITE A DIALOGUE FOR A TELEPHONE CONVERSATION BETWEEN

TWO FRIENDS

This is a telephone conversation between two friends namely Priya and Aditi. Priya: Hello, Priya speaking. Is this Aditi?
Aditi: Yeah Priya!.

Nathan : All the three kings attended the wedding. David: Yes. Laurie: There is a Michaels store not far away
from Cinemax  Once the ancient Chera, Chola and Pandya kings attended a wedding arranged by her. Rangan
: So what? Her house is the fifth one on the right side opposite the bakery. Is a passport necessary for going
abroad? Nathan : You know how divided the Tamil kings were among themselves. It's my please to meet you.
Christie: Karen is in town? You can go in for Tatkal. What do you think, Sara? I believe it is just around the
corner, on Pioneer Avenue. Josy : No. Bob: Not too bad. After the wedding Avvaiyar suggested that they
stayed back for a few days. There are reactions, emotional changes, actions, and more to think about in actual
speech. Sarah: There are so many new things for them to do at school too. Rangan : Yes, indeed. Nathan : At
Selaram, now known as Salem. Laurie: I do not quite remember her. Conversation about two friends meeting
by chance at the movies. Nathan : Yes, what can I do for you? The list of questions below are examples of
questions you should ask when looking to join existing people in an apartment. Let us go in and meet him in
the room. She loves working with kids, and she always has such a good rapport with them. Rangan : Hai Velu.
It has been really nice talking to you. Sarah: Yes, and she was playing the piano off and on during the party.
Can I bring her along? Bob: I came here to see the Simpsons movie. Yes, do bring her along Sara. Maybe we
should go out to eat beforehand.


